Abstract

In this paper, we present a compiler-directed technique for safe dynamic linking for mobile programs. Our technique guarantees that linking failures can occur only when a program arrives at a new execution site and that this failure can be delivered to the program as an error code or an exception. We use interprocedural analysis to identify the set of names that must be linked at the different sites the program executes on. We use a combination of runtime and compile-time techniques to identify the calling context and to link only the names needed in that context. Our technique is able to handle recursive programs as well as separately compiled code that may itself be able to move. We discuss language constructs for controlling the behavior of dynamic linking and the implication of some of these constructs for application structure.

1 Introduction

Mobile programs can move from host to host during execution. At migration points, the execution stack and the heap of the program are transferred from original host to the target host; execution continues at the target host. Mobile programs have been proposed as a suitable model of computation for the Internet [5, 16, 21]. To access local resources or to use site-specific operations available at individual hosts, they need to be able to name them. The mapping between program names and local procedures/operations has to be established dynamically. There are three reasons for this. First, dynamic linking allows the host to retain fine-grain control over what mobile programs can do. If a program cannot refer to the operation that opens local files, it cannot open local files. Second, dynamic linking allows the program to use the same names for identical operations for different hosts. For example, the name `open()` can be used while executing on any host to refer to the procedure used to open local files. Third, the same program could visit different hosts every time it is run.

Dynamic linking provides functionality that is necessary for secure flexible use of mobile programs but it introduces a new class of runtime errors - unbound procedure names. Dynamically linked static programs can avoid this problem by making sure that all the procedures that a program might refer to are available; only the actual linking is delayed till runtime.\(^1\) It is still possible to have access-control/authentication errors but that is not because the program can not name the procedure for an operation; it just does not have the right to perform the operation. Linkers for mobile programs do not know where the program might be executed and, therefore, are unable to provide a similar guarantee.

There are two approaches for dealing with this problem. The first is to make sure that the execution environment on every host is exactly identical. This restriction is stronger than requiring that every host provide a well-known interface (for example, the Java\textsuperscript{TM} API). Instead it requires that every environment provide nothing else. This would eliminate an important reason for program mobility. For example, a

---

\(^1\)Unbound procedure names can occur even on a single host, if the environment has changed since the program was last processed by the linker. This can happen, for example, after a new version of a shared library has been installed.

---
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proc execute_on_A() 
    cleanup_and_go("A");
    execute_A_specific_fn();
end

proc execute_on_B() 
    cleanup_and_go("B");
    execute_B_specific_fn();
end

proc clean_and_go(string hostname) 
    finalize_local_state();
    go(hostname);
    initialize_on_new_host();
end

Figure 1: A simple program that cannot be completely linked if calling context is ignored.

program that searches distributed data repositories can improve its performance by migrating to the repositories, performing the search on-site using local repository-specific procedures that can efficiently process the data in its native form and returning the result to the requesting site.

The second, and a more flexible, approach is to accept these failures as yet another class of failures possible in a distributed system and to insert checks that localize them and allow the program to take corrective action. This can be achieved by requiring that dynamic linking operations be performed only as a part of a change-execution-site operation (which we refer to as \texttt{go}). The operation succeeds iff valid bindings can be found for all names that the program could possibly refer to while executing on the target host. Else the operation is aborted and an error-code or exception is returned. The program can take corrective action by seeking an alternative site or using an alternative way of accessing the site (e.g. using an remote interface with lesser functionality).

The second approach requires identification of the set of names that the program could possibly refer to while executing on the target host. This has to be done for every call to \texttt{go} in the program. There are three ways in which this could be done. The first and the simplest alternative is to require that a valid binding for every name in the program is available on each execution site. In general, this can succeed if and only if all environments are identical. But that defeats the purpose. The second alternative is to require the user to do the identification. For simple programs, this could work well but for more complicated programs, especially programs with deep call-graphs, it could be difficult. The third alternative is to use compiler analysis.

In this paper, we present a compiler-directed technique. We use interprocedural analysis to identify the set of names that must be linked at each call to \texttt{go} (we refer to these as linksets). Calls to \texttt{go} embedded in procedures that are called from multiple sites pose a problem for a compile-time approach. It is not possible to distinguish between different call-sites of the enclosing procedure. This forces the analysis to be overly conservative and include names from paths corresponding to all call-sites. Since programs can contain calls to site-specific procedures, linking for fairly simple programs cannot be completed (see Figure 1 for an example). We use a combination of runtime and compile-time techniques to identify the calling context and to link only the names needed in that context. An explicit goal of our technique is to perform analyses that might be expensive only at compile-time and to defer only simple processing to run-time.

We first present a simple version of the technique that assumes all code that could contain a \texttt{go} is compiled together. That is, all the code that is to be linked in dynamically does not contain a call to \texttt{go}. We then relax this constraint and show how separately compiled mobile code can be dealt with. This also allows our technique to deal with library sites [20]. Library sites are an intriguing idea - these are sites that provide pre-compiled mobile code that can be picked up by mobile programs for execution on other sites. For example, an organization with multiple hosts could provide a library site which provides code needed to access data on all hosts belonging to the organization. We then discuss language constructs that can be used to control the behavior of dynamic linking and the implications of some of the constructs for application structure.

2 Linking mobile programs with non-mobile code

The basic idea of our technique is quite simple. For every call to \texttt{go}, determine the set of calls to \texttt{go} that are \textit{visible} from it. We say program point B is visible from program point A iff there exists at least one path from A to B in the control-flow graph that has no call to \texttt{go}; calls to \texttt{go} are said to \textit{hide} the code that they
dominate (in the sense of dominators in control-flow graphs [22]). We refer to the set of goos visible from a particular go as its departure-set. If the program arrives at a host by this go and it does not terminate on this host, it will depart from the host via one of the calls in the departure-set. For every go, we compute the set of names referred to on any path between itself and its departure-set. If the language does not allow procedure calls, we are done. This set of names is the linkset at the go in question. For realistic languages, this simple scheme runs into the problem of preserving the calling context. Calls to go embedded in procedures that are called from multiple sites are the primary problem as it is not possible to distinguish between different call-sites of the enclosing procedure. This forces the analysis to be overly conservative and include names from paths corresponding to all call-sites. Since programs can contain calls to site-specific procedures, linking for fairly simple programs cannot be completed (see Figure 1 for an example). To get around this problem, we use compiler analysis to generate the linksets for program fragments and simple runtime support that uses information from the execution-stack to quickly construct the complete linkset for any particular go.

In this section, we describe our proposed technique. We first describe the program representation used for the compiler analysis. We then present the analysis algorithm and the data structure that is generated based on the information collected. This data structure is used at runtime by the dynamic linker. Finally, we describe how the complete linkset for a go is constructed at runtime. We use a running example to illustrate the analysis as well as the dynamic linking procedure.

2.1 Program representation

For this section, we make three assumptions about the language: (1) programs can move only by using an explicit go, (2) programs are first-order and (3) all the code that might contain a go is compiled together; none of the code that is dynamically linked has an embedded go. We shall remove the third assumption in the next section. Extending our analysis to programs that use higher-order functions or to programs that can move without an explicit operation is beyond the scope of this paper.

We use a modified version of the full-program representation (FPR) introduced by Agrawal et al [1, 2]. In our version, a program is represented by a directed multigraph; nodes correspond to program points and edges correspond to a control-flow path or paths between program points. There are five kinds of nodes: a pair of entry and exit nodes for every procedure; a pair of call and resume nodes for every call-site and a go node for every call to go. Dummy entry and exit nodes are inserted for functions that are to be linked dynamically. For every call-site, two edges are inserted: (1) an edge between the call node corresponding to the call-site and the entry node corresponding to the called procedure and (2) an edge between the exit node corresponding to the called procedure and the resume node corresponding to the call-site. For procedures that are to be linked dynamically, an edge is inserted between the corresponding entry node and the exit node. This encodes the assumption that there is no call to go within these procedures. In addition, an edge is inserted between a pair of nodes if there exists at least one path in the control-flow graph which does not pass through any of the other nodes. More concretely, an edge is inserted between a pair of nodes if there is at least one path between the two nodes that does not contain a procedure call or a call to go. For nodes i and j, the edge (i, j) represents the code corresponding to all paths in the control-flow graph between the corresponding program points.

We illustrate the program representation using an example. Figure 2 contains our running example. The corresponding program representation is shown in Figure 3. Note that each edge corresponds to the group of control-flow paths between the two nodes it connects. For example, the edge between A_entry and call1 consists of the statement i = 0 and the edge between res1 and call2 consists of code in frag1 as well as the loop header. Also note that each basic block can be part of more than one paths and, therefore, can be included in the code corresponding to more than one edge. For example, the header for the while loop appears in three edges: (res1, call2), (res3, call2), and (res4, call2) corresponding to the initial entry, the loop-back from if branch and the loop-back from the else branch respectively.

In the next subsection, we present the analysis algorithm.
Proc A()
    i = 0;
    B();
    ........
while (i > 100)
    C();
    ........
if (condition)
    D();
else
    E();
endif
    i++;
endwhile;
    D();
end

Proc B()
    .....
    go(...);
    ........
end

Proc D()
    .....
    B();
    ........
end

Proc E()
    .....
end

Figure 2: Running example. The cs\text{i} annotations mark the call-sites, the frag\text{i} annotations mark code fragments that have no calls and no goes.

Figure 3: Program representation for the running example.
2.2 Analysis algorithm

The basic intent of the algorithm is clear enough - collect all names that occur on all paths between a go and its departure-set. The primary problem is preserving the calling context for calls to go embedded in multiply-called procedures. This problem is illustrated in Figure 4. If the calling context is not taken into consideration, the linkset for the top go consists of the names occurring in the blocks of code corresponding to edges 1, 2 and 3. Since the code corresponding to edges 2 and 3 may never be executed on the same host, it is possible that no host will provide the procedures referred to in both links.

To resolve this problem, we do not create complete linksets at compile-time. Instead, we partition the paths between a go and a member of its departure-set into a set of segments using resume nodes as separators. In Figure 4, this results in three segments, corresponding to edges 1, 2 and 3. Intuitively, each segment corresponds to the portion of the path that lies entirely within a single procedure. The compiler analysis computes the linksets for individual segments. It also marks if the segment ends in a go node or a resume node. Intuitively, this indicates whether this is the final segment in a path. The complete linkset for a go is constructed at runtime by threading together the linksets for individual fragments. At runtime, the linker determines the calling context either by inspecting the return addresses on the runtime-stack or by inspecting a call-stack maintained separately. It walks backward over the stack. For each call-site, the associated linkset is collected. The walk continues till either it reaches the final segment of a path or it reaches the bottom of the stack. In Figure 4, if the go occurs when called from the left-hand-side, the linksets for edges 1 and 2 are collected; if the go occurs when called from the right-hand-side, the linksets for edges 1 and 3 are collected.

The algorithm to construct the linksets for path segments is presented in Figure 5. We would like to draw attention to some aspects of the algorithm. This algorithm computes a set of names for every node in the program representation graph. Only the sets corresponding to go nodes and resume nodes and root nodes are used to create the linksets. The sets corresponding to call and entry nodes are computed for algorithmic convenience and are propagated to parent nodes (if a parent exists). The sets corresponding to exit nodes are always empty. Root nodes are entry nodes for procedures that are not called in the code being compiled. Linksets for root nodes are used for initial linking on the node that the program begins execution. They are also needed to handle separately compiled code. Note that the set of names corresponding to a go node are never propagated. However, the set of names corresponding to a resume node could be propagated to the corresponding call node. This is needed if it is possible that during the execution of the procedure called at that site, there might be no call to go and control might reach the resume point while the program is still at the current host. This condition is represented in the algorithm by the call to visible(entry(p), exit(p)) which determines if the exit node of the procedure is visible from its entry. Recall that we say program point B is visible from program point A iff there exists at least one path from A to B in the control-flow graph that has no call to go. If there exists no such a path, the set of names for the resume node is not propagated.

\footnote{This intuition is \textit{precise} only if there are no calls to procedures that do not have a go as the first statement. In other cases, there is some merging of paths between procedures, but the intuition is nevertheless helpful.}
Table 1: Linksets for the running example. The `nm` function is used for illustrative convenience. It returns the list of names in a code fragment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program point</th>
<th>Linkset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>go1</td>
<td>nm(frag1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res1</td>
<td>nm(frag1) ∪ {C} ∪ nm(frag2) ∪ nm(frag3) ∪ nm(frag6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res3</td>
<td>{C} ∪ nm(frag2) ∪ nm(frag3)∪ nm(frag6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res5</td>
<td>∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res6</td>
<td>nm(frag5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason for this is simple: if there is no path through a called procedure \( P \) that does not contain a \( \text{go} \), the program will migrate to another site before this call returns. In that case, there is no need for binding names that are visible from the resume point which implies there is no need to include the names in the linkset for this resume node in the linkset of any of the calls to \( \text{go} \) that precede the call under consideration.

Another point to note is that procedures that are not available during the compilation (that is, the procedures that are to be dynamically linked) are assumed to be empty for the purpose of this algorithm. These procedures are compiled separately and their entry nodes contain the set of names that need to be linked for their execution.

To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, we present the linksets for the running example (Figure 2) in Table 1. Note that two of the resume nodes, \( \text{res2} \) and \( \text{res4} \) do not need linksets as the procedures called at these sites, \( C() \) and \( E() \) respectively, are not mobile (their execution cannot encounter a \( \text{go} \)). The names in the code fragments \( \text{frag4} \) and \( \text{frag5} \) are dominated by either a call to \( \text{go} \) or a call to a procedure that calls \( \text{go} \). This is the reason why they do not appear in the linkset for \( \text{res1} \). All other code is visible from \( \text{res1} \).

It is easy to see that this algorithm terminates. The linksets for all nodes are initialized to \( ∅ \). Each iteration of the propagation phase visits every node exactly once and each iteration (except the last one) increases the linkset of at least one node by at least one name. The number of iterations cannot be more than the product of the number of nodes and the number of names. This is an extremely loose bound. For non-recursive programs, the algorithm needs exactly two iterations. For recursive programs, it needs one iteration more than the maximum syntactic depth of recursion: programs that have only self-recursive procedures take two iterations, programs with at most pair-wise recursive procedures take three iterations and so on. Each iteration is a depth-first traversal of the directed acyclic graph corresponding to the program. The \( \text{visited} \) markers ensure that no node is visited twice in the same iteration.

In the next subsection, we present the algorithm used by the linker to construct complete linksets.

### 2.3 Constructing complete linksets at runtime

The compiler analysis described in the previous subsection generates two data structures for the linker: an array of structures corresponding to resume nodes and an array of structures corresponding to go nodes. Each structure contains two fields: the linkset containing the names that have to be linked and a boolean indicating whether this linkset is terminal. The boolean is extracted from the \( \text{reaches} \) field of the corresponding node (see Figure 5 for a description of how this is computed). The algorithm for the linker is given in Figure 6. The \( \text{do_link}() \) procedure does the actual linking. For every new procedure linked, it extracts the linkset from the entry node and checks if valid bindings for all names in \( \text{names} \) can be found in the execution environment available on the current host. If this check fails for some reason, it returns an error code (or an exception if the language supports exceptions).

To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, we consider the two calls to \( D() \) in the running example (Figure 2). For the \( \text{go} \) embedded in the call at \( \text{cs3} \), the complete linkset consists of the union of the linksets for \( \text{go1}, \text{res6} \) and \( \text{res3} \); the linkset for the other call at \( \text{cs5} \) is the union of the linksets for \( \text{go1}, \text{res6} \) and \( \text{res5} \).
function successors(node p)
    returns the set of nodes that are successors of p
function names(node p, node q)
    returns the set of names referred to in code associated with (p, q)
function entry(node p)
    if p is a call node, returns singleton set with corr. entry node
    else returns singleton set with entry node of enclosing proc
function exit(node p)
    if p is a call node, returns singleton set with corr. exit node
    else returns singleton set with entry node of enclosing proc
function resume(node p)
    if p is a call node, returns singleton set with corr. resume node
    else returns singleton set with entry node of enclosing proc
function proc(node p)
    if p is a call or resume node, returns singleton set with name of the corr. proc.
    else returns singleton set with name of enclosing proc.
function visible(node p, node q)
    if q is visible from p returns true
    else returns false

function linkset(node p)
    if (p->visited ≠ 0)
        return p->linkset;
    p->visited ← 1
    prev_val = p->linkset;
    if (p->nodetype == entry || p->nodetype == go || p->nodetype == resume)
        succset ← successors(p);
        foreach q in succset
            p->linkset ← p->linkset ∪ linkset(q) ∪ names(p, q)
    else if (p->nodetype == call)
        if (visible(entry(p), exit(p))
            p->linkset ← p->linkset ∪ proc(p) ∪ entry(p)->linkset ∪ resume(p)->linkset
        else
            p->linkset ← p->linkset ∪ proc(p) ∪ entry(p)->linkset
    else /* p->nodetype == exit */
        p->linkset ← φ
    p->reaches_exit ← visible(p, exit(p))
    if (not_equal(prev_val, p->linkset))
        changed ← 1
    return p->linkset
end

procedure compute_linksets()
    foreach p in allnodes
        p->linkset ← φ
        changed ← 1
    while (changed ≠ 1)
        changed ← 0
        foreach p in allnodes
            p->visited ← 0
        /* a root node is the entry for a proc. that is not called in */
        /* the code being compiled */
        foreach node in root_nodes
            linkset(node)
    endwhile
end

Figure 5: Algorithm to compute the linksets.
structure { nameset names; boolean terminal; } res\_pts[name\_res];
structure { nameset names; } go\_pts[name\_go];

/* res\_seq contains the sequence of resume node identifiers. */
/* the order corresponds to walking backward in the stack */
function dyn\_link(sequence res\_seq)
    item res;
    nameset names;
    if (res\_seq == NULL) return SUCCESS
    res ← car(res\_seq); res\_seq ← cdr(res\_seq);
    names ← φ;
    while (res\_seq \_ terminal ≠ 0)
        names ← names ∪ res\_seq\_names;
        if (res\_seq == NULL) break;
        res ← car(res\_seq); res\_seq ← cdr(res\_seq);
    endwhile
    if (do\_link(names) == SUCCESS)
        return SUCCESS
    else
        return error\_code
    end

Figure 6: Algorithm used by the dynamic linker to construct complete linksets.

3 Linking mobile programs with mobile code

In the previous section, we assumed that the procedures to be linked dynamically did not have a call to `go`. In this section, we relax that assumption. This allows us to deal with the possibility of library sites; sites that provide code to be picked up by programs for execution on other nodes. We first describe what new problem is introduced by allowing dynamically linked procedures to move. Next, we describe our solution and show that it works.

The main problem introduced by allowing dynamically linked code to move is that it is no longer possible to accurately compute the predicate `visible(p, q)` which indicates whether there exists at least one path between nodes `p` and `q` that does not have a `go`. This problem does not arise for dynamically linked code that can not move – the analysis algorithm can safely and accurately model the missing code by a null statement (as mentioned in section 2.1). As a result, the compiler analysis is no longer able to determine when the linkset for a resume node should propagate to the call node and beyond.

One possible solution is to delay linking code that may be mobile to just before it is invoked. But that would violate the guarantee we would like to offer: that linking failures can happen only at calls to `go`. Another possible solution is ignore the fact that the linked code can contain `gos` and to use the analysis described in the previous section. This would result in possibly more names being linked at a `go` than otherwise – since linksets are possibly being propagated further than they should be. This might appear to be a conservative approximation but it is not. Consider the example in Figure 7. Assume that `B()` is the procedure to be linked dynamically. If we ignore the fact that `B()` might contain a `go`, we will propagate `magic\_host\_specific\_code` to the linkset corresponding to `go(ordinary\_host)`. When `go(ordinary\_host)` is executed, the linker will fail trying to find `magic\_host\_specific\_code` on `ordinary\_host`. We propose a third alternative and show that it preserves the fail-only-at-go guarantee and avoids the problem mentioned above.

The basic idea is simple. We cannot safely and accurately propagate linksets at compile-time; we cannot delay linking till the linked procedure is invoked; all linking must happen at `gos`. Therefore, the only option
left is to delay the propagation of linksets until one of the goes that they are visible from. This is similar in spirit to our scheme of reconstructing complete linksets at runtime.

We modify the program representation described in section 2.1 such that no edge is inserted between the dummy entry and exit nodes that represent procedures not available at compile-time. By doing so, we encode the assumption that all control-flow paths in a procedure that is unavailable at compile-time have at least one call to go. As a result, linksets are never propagated past calls to unavailable procedures. We extend the compiler analysis to determine the resume nodes that are visible from each call-site of an unavailable procedure. In addition, each name in a linkset is annotated with the list of its call-sites that are visible from the corresponding program point. We extend the data structures generated by the analysis to include an array of structures corresponding to call-sites of unavailable procedures. Each structure contains the set mentioned above and a boolean that indicates whether this procedure contains at least one path from its entry to its exit that does not contain a call to go. The algorithm presented in Figure 5 already computes this predicate at each call-site; the only extension is to store the value for use at runtime. We extend the linking algorithm such that whenever a new procedure is linked in, the corresponding boolean value is checked. If it indicates that the exit of the procedure is not visible from the entry, our compile-time assumption is valid and the operations described in Figure 6 suffice. If this is not the case and there is at least one path between the entry and the exit of the procedure, the compile-time assumption is invalid and the linksets should have been propagated. To handle this case, the linker inspects the set of resume nodes associated with this call-site and adds the linksets corresponding to all of them to the set of names to be linked.

It is quite easy to see that this scheme preserves the fail-only-at-go guarantee and that at each go, the linkset constructed does not contain any name that it would not have contained if all mobile procedures were available at compile-time. The first part is obvious. To assure ourselves about the second part, we need to observe a couple of points about linksets and the visibility property. First, a name appears in a linkset if a reference to the name is visible from the program point the linkset is associated with. Second, visibility is transitive. If a procedure P is to be linked at a go site G, then at least one call-site of P is visible from G. If the exit of P is visible from its entry, then all program points visible from the exit are also visible from the entry and transitively from G. Therefore, if the procedure was available during compile-time, all the names in the linksets corresponding to all resume nodes visible from the call-site would be included in the linkset for G and would be linked whenever control reaches G. This is exactly what happens with our scheme.

4 Language constructs and application structure

In the previous sections, we have described algorithms to determine what needs to be linked at particular points in a mobile program. In this section, we discuss language constructs that allow the programmer to control the behavior of the linking procedure. Our desire is to explore the space of user directives—how much control can be given to the user without forcing her to explicitly specify linking operations.

There are four flavors of dynamic linking that might be useful for mobile programs, two of which require no user directives and two that can be controlled by user directives.

- local-only: linking done at a site is valid at that site only. When a program departs, all bindings created on this site are voided. This guarantees that departing programs do not retain bindings to local operations. However, this works only if the code that is to be linked in does not contain a go. Also, library sites are not possible.
Figure 8: Example to illustrate loop placement for mobile code linked at library sites. The version on the left might fail linking at a remote site, the version on the right will not.

- **code-on-stack-is-sticky:** this is a variation of local-only linking that allows code that is currently in-use (that is, an instance of the procedure is on the stack) to move when the program departs the linking site. Bindings for all other names is voided when the program departs from this site. If at a subsequent migration, the stack no longer contains the stack frame corresponding to the call to the procedure in question, the binding is eliminated and the code is garbage-collected. This allows library sites to exist. Elimination of the binding when it is no longer in use allows programs to pick up different copies of the procedures by visiting different library sites. This would be useful, for example, if library sites were associated with specific organizations and provided the code needed to access data on all execution sites belonging to the organization. The program would pick up a local version of the procedure whenever it visits hosts belonging to a new organization. This scheme also allows individual sites to control what code can be taken away by a mobile program. Note that this has implications for application structure. Once such a procedure executes a go statement, it can not be assured that it is executing in the same environment. Therefore, all code that is available only at the linking site and that is necessary for its execution must be inlined into this procedure. Second, repeated application of procedures linked at library sites may fail if program moves repeatedly. Therefore, loops that call such procedures should be pushed into the procedures. Figure 8 provides an example. Note that these complications can be eliminated if the unit of linking is a module instead a single procedure. In that case, inlining all locally-provided operations into each mobile procedure that might need them would not be needed.

- **user-specified-sticky-links:** the idea here is that the user can specify which names once bound should be bound forever. This eliminates some of the complications of the code-on-stack-is-sticky scheme. Programs that need to pick up similar procedures from multiple library sites would have to name them differently. One difference between this scheme and user-specified linking is that in this scheme, the programmer does not need to specify which site the procedure is to be found. Second, sticky links can be easily specified by a sticky annotation on the interface declaration. Third, sticky links cannot be rebound, user-specified linking can rebound names.

- **user-specified linking:** in this case, the user explicitly specifies which names are to be bound to which operations on which sites. An example of this would be the net.import() primitive provided by Obliq [4] (as well the NetObj.Import primitive provided by Network Objects [3] that has been used to implement it). While this provides the greatest flexibility of all schemes, the programmer can rebound names as and when needed, it requires the user to manage all linking operations.

5 Related work

Various forms and implementations of user-specified linking have been described in the literature. At the simplest level, the eval(env,expr) primitive that has long been available allows the user to control the bindings for the free variables in the expression expr. Obliq [4] and Network Objects [3] allow the programmer to query a name-server and obtain a reference which can then be bound to a name in the program. The fragmented-objects model [17, 18] proposed by Shapiro includes a detailed interface for binding and unbinding references.
in a distributed system. First-class environments [8] can also be used for various scenarios in which user-specified linking might be useful. Miller & Rozas [12] propose to use first-class environments to remove the need for a distinguished top-level interaction environment for Scheme. Jagannathan [11] proposes a reification operator that returns the current environment as a first-class object and a reflection operator that merges a set of bindings from a named environment into the current environment. Queinnec & DeRoure [15] propose a chain-environment function which can compose environments. This can be used to share common environments between different programs/users. These schemes provide varying degrees of flexibility and convenience but all of them require the user to explicitly manage the linking.

There has also been considerable work on efficient (and safe) implementation of dynamic linking, particularly in the context of shared libraries and kernel extensions [6, 10, 13, 14, 19]. These schemes focus on the linking procedure and the performance of the linked code. They do not address the issue of determining what needs to be linked.

Dynamic linking issues for mobile programs, in particular the need to be able to name procedures that access resources local to an execution site, have been previously considered by Cardelli [4] and Knabe [7]. The Obliq language presented in [4] handles this problem by packaging the execution environment available at a site as an object and using its methods to access the procedures available at that site. The responsibility of determining whether the environment available on a host provides all names needed by the program resides with the user. Knabe [7] proposes that certain functions be specified to be ubiquitous - that is, they are available on all sites and that all remaining code should be carried by the mobile program. This does not allow for site-specific procedures.

6 Summary

In this paper, we have presented a compiler-directed technique for safe dynamic linking for mobile programs. Our technique guarantees that linking failures can occur only when a program arrives at a new execution site and that this failure can be delivered to the program as an error code or an exception. We use interprocedural analysis to identify the set of names that must be linked at the different sites the program executes on. We use a combination of runtime and compile-time techniques to identify the calling context and to link only the names needed in that context. Our technique is able to handle recursive programs as well as separately compiled code that may itself be able to move. We discuss language constructs for controlling the behavior of dynamic linking and the implication of some of these constructs for application structure.
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